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Abstract: Wildland fire occurrence is highly variable in time and space, and in the United States where total area burned can vary substantially, acquiring resources (firefighters, engines, aircraft, etc.) to respond to fire demand is an important consideration. To determine the composition and scale of this set of suppression resources managers may utilize data produced by past supply and demand information. The key challenge with this approach is that there is currently no clear system of record to track suppression resource supply and demand, and there are potential pitfalls within existing systems that may provide misleading information regarding the true levels of resource scarcity. In this manuscript, we investigate the issue of resource scarcity by examining two key resources that operations personnel have identified as both high value and scarce: type 1 firefighting crews and large airtankers. We examine data from the Resource Ordering and Status System and analyze the level of resource scarcity indicated by these data over the 2014–2018 fire seasons. We focus on data metrics with potential utility for managers responsible for annual national-level decisions regarding crew and airtanker acquisition; some of these metrics are already used to inform such decisions. We examine the limitations of each metric and suggest new metrics that could more accurately reflect true resource use and scarcity. Such metrics could lead to a substantially improved decision-making process.
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1. Introduction

Fire suppression resources are the core of any wildfire management organization. In the United States (US) where various federal, state, and local agencies generally work together to respond to wildfire protection needs through a shared stewardship, multi-agency approach, each partner Agency provides a different set of suppression resources. These suppression resources are comprised of ground forces (crews of firefighters, bulldozers, fire engines, etc.) and aerial assets (airplanes, helicopters, airtankers, etc.) that employ a range of tactical actions to achieve suppression objectives. The US Forest Service (USFS) employs thousands of wildland firefighters to staff fire engines, hand crews, and other suppression resources, providing the largest share of all wildland fire suppression capacity in the country [1]. In addition, the USFS enters contractual agreements with private vendors to provide crews, engines, helicopters, and aircraft, including large and very large airtankers. The Agency provides these resources to fight fires across all jurisdictions (including non-federal lands) and relies on partnerships and agreements with other federal and non-federal agencies to provide additional resources to help meet suppression demand on National Forest lands. Though they are crucial to wildland firefighting, these ground and aerial resources are limited due to logistical, practical, and geographical considerations. During most fire seasons, the fire response organization in the US
experiences at least one period of severe fire activity during which fire suppression resources are scarce, resulting in some unfilled requests for fire suppression support, e.g., [2].

Balancing the demand for fire suppression resources with budgetary constraints is an ongoing Agency priority for the USFS [3,4]. Fire suppression resource use comprises a large portion of USFS fire suppression expenses, and rising fire expenditures associated with changes in wildfire occurrence and management issues continue to challenge the Agency [5]. Currently, USFS fire suppression expenditures (2.6 billion US Dollars in Fiscal Year 2018; see [6]) represent nearly two-thirds of the total Agency budget, up from 16% in 1995 [5]; this increase in fire expenditures has hindered other Agency priorities such as protection of watersheds and cultural resources, maintenance of current programs and infrastructure for a range of multiple uses, benefits, and ecosystem services provided by the National Forests, and other forestry research and technical assistance. A long-sought “fire funding fix” was approved by the US Congress in 2018 to address the negative effects of increasing wildland fire suppression expenditures on the Agency’s non-fire programs. The Wildfire Suppression Funding and Forest Management Activities Act of the 2018 Omnibus Spending Bill stabilizes Agency spending across all programs, but it requires additional accountability and related efficiency metrics reporting on fire system performance in order to maintain lawmaker support for the level of funding provided by the Bill [4]. The Bill’s language provides the Agency substantial leeway in how to design, track, and present such metrics. This presents the USFS with an opportunity to design and implement resource tracking in an informative and relevant manner, facilitating post-season analyses that provide a clear picture of resource use, demand, and scarcity to decision makers. This opportunity helps motivate this assessment of current metrics to identify what information is already available and what is needed to adequately support a transparent and robust decision-making process.

The size and composition of the wildland firefighting resource pool has potential to greatly impact periods of resource scarcity, which in turn impacts both fire outcomes and expenditures. In order “to improve the wildland fire system to one that more reliably protects responders and the public, sustains communities and conserves the land” [7], USFS managers must frequently reassess the pool of national resources to determine if they are adequately able to respond to suppression needs. Efficiently designing this set of wildland suppression resources requires a wealth of information. Among other products, The Predictive Services Program issues seasonal outlooks that provide some insight into potential seasonal fire occurrence and severity related to global and regional weather patterns and signals [8]. Additionally, managers may draw upon their recent experiences from prior fire years and factor in knowledge about anticipated Agency budgets and funding limitations in the coming year. It is infeasible to reliably predict the timing and severity of fire activity in a future year far enough in advance to hire, train, and certify resources to exactly match demand. Compounding these challenges, future fire seasons may not align with previous experiences as fire activity may be changing over time [9–12]. Fire suppression resources in the US have historically been seasonal resources, becoming available in the spring and leaving the workforce in the fall [13]. This seasonal availability matched historical patterns of fire occurrence. However, while fire seasons may have once been well defined segments of a year, large, destructive fires may now occur any month of the year (Table 1). It is expensive to retain resources that are readily available to respond to potential year-long fire seasons demands, but it is also expensive to miss opportunities to quickly suppress unwanted fires when they are small through aggressive initial attack. In addition to these temporal components of fire activity that affect resource supply decisions, there is also an important spatial component. Resources can be moved to respond to new or anticipated fire demand, but this takes time and money, and may result in missed suppression opportunities elsewhere as these resources become committed to a single incident. Additional human factors affect the mobility of specific resources, particularly when resource availability becomes scarce, as managers’ preferences for sharing resources may wane. Further complicating the problem of designing an efficient set of suppression resources is the potential for additional resources that may be available through military agreements, partner agencies, private
vendors, or foreign governments; availability of these resources is not guaranteed and use of these resources typically comes at a higher financial cost.

Table 1. Selected examples of destructive “off-season” wildfires, illustrating the shift from a “fire season” to a “fire year” in the US.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ignition Month/Year</th>
<th>Fire Name</th>
<th>Ignition State</th>
<th>Final Fire Size (Hectares)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February, 2015</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>2645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November, 2016</td>
<td>Chimney Tops 2</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>6936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March, 2017</td>
<td>Northwest Oklahoma Complex</td>
<td>Oklahoma/Kansas</td>
<td>315,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December, 2017</td>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>114,078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November, 2018</td>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>62,053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Drivers of resource scarcity are complex, and similar resource scarcity outcomes may be driven by differing fire scenarios. For example, a lack of resources might be driven by a few very large concurrent fires each using many resources or by several regions with high synchronous initial response needs but few large fires. In a system where federal, experienced career firefighters tend to be seasonal employees, fires occurring outside of the historical core fire season may strain the fire response system as fewer, and potentially less experienced, firefighters and associated resources may be available to fill the unanticipated demand. Scarcity can vary significantly within seasons and days as fire activity and suppression demand are both difficult to predict and highly variable in time and space. Previous research has addressed some of these aspects of wildland firefighting resource scarcity. For example, several studies have looked to identify optimal dispatching practices for local initial response including dynamic response, e.g., [14,15] and standard response [16]. Such research does take into account initial response needs even in times of high fire activity, though typically in such modeling the initial response resources and large fire resources are assumed to be different sets of resources. These methods have been used to design optimal annual engine and crew acquisition and annual and daily stationing for these resources [14–16]. However, these have all been studies that examine an area no larger than a USFS Region rather than examining the national set of suppression resources (the USFS splits the US into nine broad geographic areas that may individually differ substantially from the US as a whole). Other local and regional level studies include a characterization of wildland engine scarcity [17] and contracted engine capacity [18], both limited in scale to the USFS Pacific Northwest Region. Since the release of a 2009 Office of the Inspector General (OIG) report [19] recommending that the USFS provide additional analyses regarding airtanker usage, benefits, and fleet configuration, studies have examined the USFS fleet and addressed fleet configuration [20,21] and usage [22–24]. Crew corps configuration has been studied for the Pacific Northwest Region [25,26]. However, the previous work that has been done either explicitly addresses only local initial response dispatching, regional needs, or is out of date given the increasing fire activity, changing airtanker fleet, data used, or associated suppression resource demand.

Given the many factors influencing resource use, historical data describing timing, location, severity, and related resource use from previous fire years can help inform what may be needed for future fire occurrence. The key challenge with this approach is that there is no clear system of record to track suppression resource supply and demand, and there are potential pitfalls within existing systems that may provide misleading information regarding the true levels of resource scarcity. In this paper we explore metrics that are currently available to the USFS to describe resource use and scarcity, focusing on those with potential utility for managers responsible for annual national-level decisions regarding crew and airtanker acquisition; some of these metrics are already used to inform such decisions. We examine the limitations of each metric and suggest new metrics that could more accurately reflect true resource use and scarcity. To achieve this, we describe the state of the data from a relevant data collection system that may be used to report on national scale suppression resource scarcity. We focus specifically on
two high-value suppression resources: type 1 firefighting crews and large airtankers. These resources were selected because these national assets are highly sought, and managers have identified them as valuable and scarce in a national survey [27]. In addition, because they are intended to be highly mobile and able to respond to national-scale suppression demand, there is some national control in the resource assignment decisions for these resources. These resources also provide an interesting contrast with each other as large airtankers are highly mobile and may be assigned to multiple fires daily while type 1 crews typically travel by car and often are committed to fires for multiple days. To support the Agency’s efforts to increase accountability to meet Omnibus Bill reporting requirements, we introduce suggestions for improved performance measurement capabilities within existing systems or in future data collection efforts. While the analyses and discussion presented here are specific to the US national fire management system, the knowledge gleaned from these efforts could inform resource acquisition decisions at either state or federal levels for other countries.

2. Materials and Methods

The main database used to track supply and demand for wildland fire suppression resources in the US is the Resource Ordering and Status System (ROSS; [28]). ROSS is used by dispatchers to manage requests from incidents for resources and is used extensively in managing resources on large fires and intraregional resource requests (i.e., requests for resources where the resource must come from outside the home unit or a neighboring unit to respond to the incident). If a resource is requested but no resource is available to fill the request, the request is returned to the incident as “Cancelled, Unable to Fill” (UTF). The number of requests returned UTF has become the de facto standard for annual reporting of unmet resource demand (NICC Wildland Fire Annual Reports; e.g., [2]). By 2012, ROSS had been nearly universally adopted for tracking large fire or interregional resource movements in the US. However, because ROSS was designed as a real-time dispatching support tool, not a data repository, there are challenges with accessing and querying data. Additionally, initial response fire suppression use is not well tracked in the system.

Due to changes over time in how large and very large airtankers have been contracted, ordered, and assigned, we do not distinguish large airtankers (LATs) from very large airtankers (VLATs) in our analyses. Herein, the term “large airtankers” (and the acronym LAT) encompasses all fixed-wing suppressant or retardant delivery aircraft meeting the official definition for large airtanker during the year of the analysis (historically, >1800 gallon capacity under “Legacy” contracts, which expired in 2017; currently, >3000 gallon capacity under “Next Generation” contracts [29]). In ROSS this corresponds to all resources classified as “VLAT”, “Type 1 Airtanker”, and “Type 2 Airtanker.” The USFS is the major supplier (largely through contracts) of LATs to the wildland fire system, although some states have contracted independently, or own, a small number of LATs over this period for within-state fire response. Additionally, California provides a large fleet of state-owned airtankers for within-state fire suppression, but these smaller aircraft do not meet the definition for LAT.

There are two types of Type 1 crews in the US: Interagency Hotshot Crews (IHCs) and Type 1 California crews (T1 California). T1 California crews are funded and governed by CalFire, California’s state firefighting agency, and their assignments are limited within the state. Outside of California, “Type 1 Crew” is synonymous with IHC which are specifically designated as national resources, governed by interagency standards [30–32]. Our analysis is focused on IHCs as a national, high-value resource, but both IHCs and T1 California crews are ordered the same way in ROSS. Due to this, we are limited in our ability to discern whether unmet demand (UTF) for Type 1 crews in California was due to a scarcity of IHCs or a scarcity of T1 California crews. Measuring met and unmet demand for LATs in states with state-contract aircraft faces similar challenges. Due to this, and additionally because CalFire has a substantial number of resources, we examine ROSS data using two base data sets: (1) all US requests, and (2) all US requests except for California and, additionally, Alaska incident requests. To clearly focus our analyses on national resources that are theoretically subject to a consistent assignment and allocation decision space, we subset data for these two regions. California requests were subset
because California brings a plethora of state owned and contracted suppression resources to the table to respond to in-state incidents. The scale of resource availability and demand is so great for this state that these data skew results for any national scale analysis. Due to the remoteness of Alaska relative to the contiguous lower US states, any asset responding to requests there would require a flight and a prepositioning resource allocation decision. While Alaska data likely do not greatly skew the national data, this area was subset to refine our analysis.

We examined five recent fire years, 2014–2018. Our analysis was focused on these five years due to consistent availability of reliable data for multiple data systems of interest, including those tested for potential utility that are not included in our final analysis framework and summary presented in this manuscript (data from calendar year 2019 were not yet available at the time of this analysis). Five years of data will not capture the range of variability in US national fire occurrence, nor do we suggest that this is our intention. Instead, we hope to demonstrate whether or not variability in resource requests appears related to variability in fire demand, and we hope to investigate recent history to see how demand (both met and unmet) may be changing over time. To contextualize the analyses of resource demand and scarcity we first examined the LAT fleet size and the number of IHCs. From 2014 to 2018 the USFS LAT fleet changed substantially while the IHC corps remained relatively unchanged. We note the implications of the changing LAT fleet as we examine metrics of scarcity, since we would expect changing supply to affect unmet demand. We also analyzed LAT flight time by year to see how use aligns with aircraft numbers.

We obtained ROSS requests for all LATs and T1 crews in the US. Data are summarized to provide daily and yearly total filled requests, resources assigned, and UTF requests. We associated each UTF with the incident management team in charge of the fire when the order was placed and grouped the UTF requests into three categories: (1) requests from “large fires” with Type 1, 2, or 3 incident management teams managing the fire at the time of the request (“LF”); (2) requests from initial response or extended response fires that never escalated to Type 1, 2, or 3 team complexity—i.e., no team ever assigned (“IA”); and (3) requests from initial response or extended response fires that turned into a large fire—i.e., the fire did not have a Type 1, 2, or 3 incident management team on the fire at the time of the request, but later required such management (“IA to LF”). We also computed both the ratio of UTFs to filled requests and the ratio of UTFs to resource-use days. This latter metric better reflects total crew resource use given the predominance of multi-day assignments for T1 crews. We looked at daily and aggregate counts of UTF and filled requests across the season in time and space to assess temporal and spatial distribution of annual requests, specifically, we examined the daily number of T1 crews and LATs assigned to a unique fire, requests returned UTF, and the daily ratio of these counts. We further investigated 2018 data in-depth, specifically to explore the regional drivers of resource scarcity.

Finally, we obtained historical daily National Preparedness Level (PL) data for the analysis period. PL is an interagency metric describing fire suppression readiness and resource control. It is a categorical value between 1 and 5, which represents a synthesis of current and future fuel and weather conditions, fire activity, and resource availability [33]. This value provides a broad national overview of concurrent resource demand and capacity of the suppression response system. It also indicates the level of control of national and regional resource assignment decisions. When the national PL is 1, little to no national support is required to meet incident management objectives, and at national PL 5, national resources are heavily committed with significant resource scarcity (e.g., the height of the fire season during a severe year). The PL is set once daily during the core fire season by national level fire managers. While the PL accounts for general resource scarcity, it does not provide any granularity regarding which resources are particularly limited on any given day. To overcome this limitation, we coupled ROSS data with national PLs to characterize the broader suppression picture affecting potential resource competition and scarcity. Given the reliance upon acronyms in this manuscript, we provide a reference table for the reader in Appendix A.
3. Results

A characterization of the size and configuration of the resource pool is an important first step in an analysis of supply and demand. For the analysis period from 2014 to 2018, the LAT fleet has seen the effects of fleet modernization efforts [34]. In Figure 1, we depict fleet size and use from 2014 to 2018 for the core Agency aircraft and surge capacity aircraft. Core aircraft include the Exclusive Use (EXU) contract LATs and also Agency-owned LATs, which first flew fire missions in 2017 [35]. Surge capacity refers to the capability to expand the size of the resource pool during heightened periods of demand. For aircraft, this includes those airtankers awarded Call When Needed (CWN) contracts, which are not guaranteed use unless the contracts are “activated.” Many LATs with existing CWN contracts may not be utilized during mild fire years; therefore, raw fleet numbers can prove misleading. Instead, Figure 1 depicts the CWN LAT fleet size by plotting the number of aircraft utilized per year, based on flight hours billed in Aviation Business Systems (ABS). Given that some aircraft may report a small number of annual flight hours for training or certification purposes, we included just those aircraft reporting annual flight hours in excess of 26 h (corresponding to the 10th percentile value for annual CWN totals). Military or Canadian surge capacity aircraft are not shown here because their use is not summarized in ABS, and related use data are not readily available. Finally, in addition to fleet size numbers, total annual flight hours billed in ABS by aircraft contract/ownership category are shown. From Figure 1, we see that over this five-year period total LAT flight time has increased every year. In some higher severity fire years (2015 and 2018; [36]), we see increased CWN aircraft activations and use. Notably, the EXU fleet was significantly larger in 2016 and 2017, mainly because the “Next Generation” modern LATs were brought on line while older “Legacy” LATs still retained contracts. These “Legacy” aircraft all retired at the end of 2017, explaining the reduction in EXU numbers and associated EXU flight time in 2018, despite higher overall use by total flight time and a sharp increase in CWN flight hours.
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**Figure 1.** Forest Service large airtanker fleet size and use over time. Fleet size depicted by contract/ownership category (Exclusive Use—EXU; Call When Needed—CWN; United States Forest Service (USFS) Owned); fleet size data obtained from USFS Fire and Aviation Management Annual Aviation Reports (Available at: [https://www.fs.fed.us/managing-land/fire/aviation/publications](https://www.fs.fed.us/managing-land/fire/aviation/publications)) and derived from Aviation Business System (ABS) billing data. Total annual flight time derived from ABS.

To obtain the number of crews available each year we counted the number of unique crews that were recorded on at least one assignment in ROSS for that year, taking care to avoid double counting single crews with multiple ROSS resource IDs. We categorized the crews as IHCs from California and
Alaska, IHCs from other states, and T1 California crews. In addition, we counted the number of days that each crew was assigned to a fire in ROSS and summed these “resource-use days” to get a total number of crew-use days each year. These data are shown in Figure 2. In contrast to LATs, the corps of IHCs remained relatively unchanged from 2014 to 2018; the total number of IHCs varied by only one crew over that time period. The corps of T1 crews from California has grown over time, rising from 238 in 2014 to 270 in 2018. Despite the stability in the number of IHCs, use of the IHCs has risen from 7206 crew-use days in 2014 to 9541 crew-use days in 2018, even with no change in crew corps size. Use of the T1 crews from California has varied more substantially, ranging from 12,001 days in 2014 to a maximum of 21,120 days in 2017. The peak in T1 crew usage in 2017 was driven primarily by the use of T1 California crews.

Figure 2. T1 crew corps size and use over time. Corps size depicted by crew type (Interagency Hotshot Crew not from California or Alaska, Interagency Hotshot Crew from California or Alaska, or T1 crew from California that is not an Interagency Hotshot Crew); corps size and number of days of crew usage data obtained from the Resource Ordering and Status System (ROSS). The T1 California crew hours include the California Interagency Hotshot Crews (IHCs).

Figure 3 summarizes national Preparedness Level and requests for fire years 2014–2018, plotting both the total days each year that the country was at PL 3, 4, and 5 and the number of filled requests and UTF requests each year for LATs and T1 crews from ROSS. Assuming that resource supply remains constant over time and that the number of days at PL 3, 4, or 5 is a good representative of national resource scarcity, then we would expect to see both the number of filled and UTF requests follow the same pattern as PL. In Figure 3, we instead observe that nationally, filled requests for both T1 crews and LATs increase between 2014 and 2017, dipping slightly in 2018 for T1 crews. Much of this increase is due to demand from California incidents; the increase in filled requests for both T1 crews and LATs is substantially less when the data exclude California and Alaska. Like filled requests, the UTFs do not follow the same pattern as days at PL 3, 4, and 5; however, they nearly follow the same trend as days at PL 4 and 5, with the exception of LAT requests returned UTF in 2018. This increased UTF rate may be explained by the 35% reduction in the size of the EXU LAT fleet, corresponding with a 20% increase in total fleet flight hours.
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Figure 3. The number of large airtanker and type 1 crew (a) filled requests and (b) requests returned Unable to Fill in ROSS by calendar year against the number of days at or above Preparedness Level 3 for calendar years 2014–2018. The solid lines all requests within the US. The dashed lines are for all requests except California and Alaska.

To more closely assess the relative scale of unmet demand, we examined the annual ratios of UTF requests to filled requests (UTF-to-Filled) and UTF requests to resources on assignment (i.e., resource-use days; UTF-to-Assigned); these data are shown in Figure 4. We observe that UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned were smallest for both LATs and T1 crews during comparatively low severity fire years (2014 and 2016). Both UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned increase between 2017 and 2018 for LATs and decrease for T1 crews, even though 2018 has just a few more days at a high PL than 2017. When we remove California and Alaska from the data we see that UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned increase for both LATs and T1 crews, indicating a higher proportion of unmet demand compared to the rest of the country; however, while the scale of the ratios changes, the interannual trends remain the same. Despite the substantially different fire seasons, UTF-to-Filled for LATs is nearly constant from 2014 to 2016, with a slight increase from 2016 to 2018. Although 2018 has substantially fewer days at PL 4 and 5 than 2017, this may be explained by the increase in total use by flight hours, with a heavier reliance on CWN LATs in 2018 (Figure 1). In contrast, UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned for T1 crews varies substantially from year to year, peaking during severe fire seasons. Exclusion of California and Alaska data results in a more amplified time series, indicating that during times of heightened national scarcity, the effects are felt more substantially outside of California and Alaska.

Resource assignment length is evident in Figure 4. For LATs, we see similarity in annual plots for UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned. LATs are typically released from assignments at the end of each day, so we would expect results for both ratios to be similar, given these typically single-day assignments. In contrast, results are quite different for UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned for T1 crews, highlighting the multi-day (or multi-week) assignments that T1 crews may engage in [30]. This illustrates the critical need to examine days of use rather than just filled assignments when assessing resource scarcity for resources where multi-day assignments are typical.

Annual summaries of aggregated daily data provide little insight into the patterns of variability in daily resource needs. Figure 5 shows the daily number of LATs and T1 crews on assignment and requests returned UTF. We see similarity in resource assignments for LATs and T1 crews among different years, regardless of fire year severity. In contrast, UTF values appear to reflect fire year severity, with these values increasing in severe fire years, despite use remaining about the same. There are a few very large spikes in large airtanker requests returned UTF in 2016 and 2018, which are attributed to a few large fires placing many requests for LATs. For example, on July 18, 2018 there were

Figure 3. The number of large airtanker and type 1 crew (a) filled requests and (b) requests returned Unable to Fill in ROSS by calendar year against the number of days at or above Preparedness Level 3 for calendar years 2014–2018. The solid lines all requests within the US. The dashed lines are for all requests except California and Alaska.

To more closely assess the relative scale of unmet demand, we examined the annual ratios of UTF requests to filled requests (UTF-to-Filled) and UTF requests to resources on assignment (i.e., resource-use days; UTF-to-Assigned); these data are shown in Figure 4. We observe that UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned were smallest for both LATs and T1 crews during comparatively low severity fire years (2014 and 2016). Both UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned increase between 2017 and 2018 for LATs and decrease for T1 crews, even though 2018 has just a few more days at a high PL than 2017. When we remove California and Alaska from the data we see that UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned increase for both LATs and T1 crews, indicating a higher proportion of unmet demand compared to the rest of the country; however, while the scale of the ratios changes, the interannual trends remain the same. Despite the substantially different fire seasons, UTF-to-Filled for LATs is nearly constant from 2014 to 2016, with a slight increase from 2016 to 2018. Although 2018 has substantially fewer days at PL 4 and 5 than 2017, this may be explained by the increase in total use by flight hours, with a heavier reliance on CWN LATs in 2018 (Figure 1). In contrast, UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned for T1 crews varies substantially from year to year, peaking during severe fire seasons. Exclusion of California and Alaska data results in a more amplified time series, indicating that during times of heightened national scarcity, the effects are felt more substantially outside of California and Alaska.

Resource assignment length is evident in Figure 4. For LATs, we see similarity in annual plots for UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned. LATs are typically released from assignments at the end of each day, so we would expect results for both ratios to be similar, given these typically single-day assignments. In contrast, results are quite different for UTF-to-Filled and UTF-to-Assigned for T1 crews, highlighting the multi-day (or multi-week) assignments that T1 crews may engage in [30]. This illustrates the critical need to examine days of use rather than just filled assignments when assessing resource scarcity for resources where multi-day assignments are typical.

Annual summaries of aggregated daily data provide little insight into the patterns of variability in daily resource needs. Figure 5 shows the daily number of LATs and T1 crews on assignment and requests returned UTF. We see similarity in resource assignments for LATs and T1 crews among different years, regardless of fire year severity. In contrast, UTF values appear to reflect fire year severity, with these values increasing in severe fire years, despite use remaining about the same. There are a few very large spikes in large airtanker requests returned UTF in 2016 and 2018, which are attributed to a few large fires placing many requests for LATs. For example, on July 18, 2018 there were
53 requests for LATs returned UTF, and these requests came from just nine fires. Figure 5 demonstrates that many UTFs originate from short duration (single day) pulses of high demand during the peak of the “typical” fire season. For example, in 2018, just three days (July 18, 25, and 27) comprised 16.7% of all calendar year UTF requests for LATs.

In Figure 6, we further dissect results to describe the spatial extent and distribution of the resource demand. We show the daily number of LATs and T1 crews on assignment and requests returned UTF with the results filtered to highlight the Great Basin and Northwest Geographic Areas for the 2018 fire season; we focus on these two geographic areas as they saw high resource use in 2018. We see a periodicity to the number of T1 crews on assignment nationally (Figure 6d); this may correspond to the 14-day standard assignment length [37]. We can also observe that on the day that UTFs peaked nationally (Figure 6a; at 53 requests returned UTF on July 18), those UTFs were driven by requests from two regions, the Northwest and the Great Basin, due to synchronous high fire activity (Figure 6b,c). Despite this regional demand, assignments of T1 crews to the Northwest and Great Basin never exceeded half of the total crew assignments (Figure 6e,f), indicating that crews were heavily engaged in other regions at the same time. However, during this period the LAT assignments in the Great Basin and Northwest comprised the majority of the LATs assigned and requests returned UTF in ROSS (Figure 6b,c).

None of the data we have examined thus far allows any insight into characteristics of the fires with UTF requests. Ultimately, managers’ ability to obtain resources may affect the outcome of a fire, and management of fires differs for many reasons, including such things as policy of the responsible agency, relative values at risk, and growth potential. In addition, resource dispatching policies may differ depending on whether requests are prioritized for initial response or assigned to large high risk events. In Figure 7 we examine the number of UTF and filled requests by year, fire type (previously defined: IA, LF, IA to LF), and agency. The agency category includes the Department of Interior (DOI), which represents the other major federal landholder in the US, the Forest Service (USFS), and “Other,” which can include private land and municipalities, but mostly encompasses non-federal fires with state jurisdiction. Note that the set of filled requests in ROSS does not include a substantial proportion of initial response assignments, though it should include most IA requests returned UTF. For airtankers, we observe increasing requests returned UTF (Figure 7c) and filled requests (Figure 7a) for all agencies across the study time period, though the proportion of fire types does not show a pronounced changing trend. For all years, LF in California constitutes a substantial proportion of UTFs for LATs; on average
22.7% of annual requests for LATs returned UTF are from LF in California. Only a very small proportion of IA to LF fires received a UTF for a T1 crew (average of 11%; Figure 7d); however, a much higher proportion of UTFs for airtankers is for IA to LF fires (average of 21%; Figure 7c). As in Figure 3, we see significantly more requests for T1 crews returned UTF on severe fire years (2015, 2017, 2018; Figure 7d), but we also observe that USFS fires account for a substantial portion of these requests. We see increasing use of “Other” T1 crews in filled requests, though we do not see the same increase in use for USFS and DOI, specifically because a majority of these crews responding to the “Other” agency fires are the T1 California crews (Figure 7b). DOI has very few requests and requests returned UTF for T1 crews; “Other” has more UTFs than DOI, but fewer than USFS, in all years for T1 crews, even when fires in California are removed.
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**Figure 5.** Two daily metrics of resource use and scarcity for large airtankers (a) and Type 1 crews (b). The orange line indicates the number of such resources assigned each day as recorded in ROSS. The black line indicates the number of requests returned Unable to Fill (UTF) as recorded in ROSS. The data summary utilizes all requests within the United States.

Another important characteristic of requests returned UTF is the national environment at the time the order is placed. Thus, we more carefully examined filled requests and requests returned UTF by the PL on the day of the request. We looked at the daily median and spread of these requests over the 2014–2018 fire seasons, using violin plots (Figure 8). The shape of each “violin” indicates the distribution of the data. Airtankers and T1 Crew filled requests and requests returned UTF follow substantially different patterns. The median number of filled requests for T1 crews peaks at PL4 (Figure 8a) while the number of filled requests for LATs peaks at PL5 (Figure 8b). Requests returned UTF for T1 crews (Figure 8c) increase substantially as PL increases. In contrast, requests returned UTF for LATs (Figure 8d) do not increase as substantially; in fact, the median number of annual requests returned UTF level off at PL 4 and 5. The leveling off of requests returned UTF for LATs may occur.
because more requests are being filled, while the number of requests returned UTF for T1 crews continues to climb as there are generally fewer requests for T1 crews being filled.

**Figure 6.** Three subsets of data (one subset per column) showing the two daily metrics of resource use and scarcity for large airtankers (top row of each set) and IHCs (bottom row of each set) from all 2018 ROSS requests. The orange line indicates the number of such resources assigned each day as recorded in ROSS. The black line indicates the number of requests returned Unable to Fill (UTF) as recorded in ROSS. The left two graphs are all requests within the US. The middle two graphs are all requests from the Great Basin Geographic Area. The right two graphs are all requests from the Northwest Geographic Area.

**Figure 7.** The number of filled requests for large airtankers (a), number of filled requests for Type 1 crews (b), number of requests returned UTF for large airtankers (c), and number of requests returned UTF for Type 1 crews (d) by year (2014–2018), bars colored by the type of fire and the fire location, i.e., inside or outside of California (CA) and Alaska (AK), requesting the resource.
4. Discussion

4.1. Current Metrics: Capabilities and Limitations

ROSS data currently provide the best available interagency summary of national scale resource use. Despite limitations of the data source, it can provide some insight into the wildland fire response system. For example, we see different usage and related scarcity patterns for LATs and T1 crews. While UTF requests for T1 crews tend to reflect the severity of the fire season coincident with PL, UTF requests for LATs seem unaffected by PL, and have instead steadily increased in recent history, along with increased filled requests and increased use (flight time). This pattern may reflect a shift in dispatching practice away from one where initial attack is the priority use for LATs, toward an emphasis on large fire support. Previous analyses of LAT use demonstrated that approximately half of LAT use occurs on initial attack fires [22, 23]. Since these analyses, the fleet has modernized; newer jets with higher cruise speeds can respond to more fires in less time. Additionally, large urban interface fires that are efficiently serviced by nearby airtanker bases can see extensive LAT use, which may be contributing to the overall increase in total annual flight time.

These results when evaluated relative to recent survey results published by the authors [27] suggest a significant disconnect between resource scarcity derived from ROSS and perceived resource scarcity from operations personnel. Given the relatively limited number of LATs in the fleet (between 14 and 25; Figure 1) and the total number of annual requests returned UTF (between 217 and 720; Figure 3), when compared to T1 crew data (112 to 113 IHCs, 238 to 270 T1 California crews available, and 304 to 827 annual UTF requests; Figures 2 and 3), demand for LATs appears higher and LATs appear more scarce than T1 crews. In fact, federal fire managers widely ranked T1 crews in a 2017 survey as the single most important resource for direct and indirect attack objectives, with high related perceptions of scarcity. In contrast, few respondents ranked LATs as the single most important resource type, and measures of scarcity were generally lower when directly compared to T1 crew...
results [27]. The implication here is that raw UTF numbers alone do not adequately characterize resource scarcity, but that these data are informed by additional information on resource value for achieving key management objectives. For example, both LATs and T1 crews may perform actions that impact a fire’s growth; however, there may be additional functions provided by a resource that are critical to the potential success of a management action. The quick response capability of LATs or the versatility of skills and qualifications for T1 crews may each be reasons why a manager may order a specific resource over another, and the incident associated with each request may present widely different temporal and spatial risks to values. Resource order data, whether filled or not, do not reflect this level of detail describing why the resource was requested.

Parsing annual data into spatial and temporal categories can be more revealing than annual summaries. For example, the increase in UTF requests for LATs originates mainly from UTFs generated during the height of the core fire season, which tend to be driven by large fire demand. Previous work characterizing LAT use in US fire suppression demonstrated that approximately half of LAT use occurs during extended attack [22–24], predominantly on large fires, and that LAT drops generally occurred close to the wildland urban interface and major highways [23]. Although demand in some cases may be relatively concentrated and close to an airtanker base, a modest increase in the number of LATs available would not significantly address these large pulses of demand. Attempts to acquire a sufficient number of aircraft to fully meet demand (i.e., eliminate UTFs) would likely be quite expensive and could result in either underutilization during a majority of the season, or increased utilization under conditions where LATs are thought to be less effective, simply because they are available for ordering and use. Further, the ability to parse data by agency is important. In severe fire years, USFS requests for T1 crews increase substantially, but this does not hold true for other agencies. Finally, the spatial and temporal distribution of requests returned UTF across the season may help quantify demand for more locally based resources or more highly mobile national assets.

Notably, ROSS data have key limitations, which can lead to incorrect interpretations of data summaries if not fully understood. For example, ROSS data seem to accurately describe T1 crew assignments and movement, given the tendency of these resources to be committed to multi-day assignments and to travel by ground-based transportation between wildfires. While some initial response assignments for T1 crews may be missing from ROSS data, our spot checking has found ROSS to be a mostly complete data source for IHC assignment data after 2012. Conversely, due to regional differences in ordering and dispatching practices, particularly for highly mobile and limited aircraft like LATs, ROSS data often do not capture all assignments and use. To illustrate, we pulled data for a single national contract LAT flying in July of 2017 from several applicable datasets: ROSS assignment records, ABS financial records, and Additional Telemetry Unit (ATU) use records providing geospatial drop location data [38]. In ROSS, this aircraft was assigned to and released from a single wildfire on July 22, 2017, and the next ROSS assignment does not appear until seven days later on July 29, 2017; i.e., this LAT was assigned to no fires or regional preposition order during this time. However, ABS data show the aircraft flying 22.14 flight hours in support of several regional fires in the interim, and delivering 125,998 gallons of retardant. ATU data validate these ABS charges, with 39 drop events on regional fires. The reason there is no ROSS order for these flights is because the aircraft origin and destination airport were the same for all missions. As the aircraft was not repositioned to another airtanker base, no order was generated in ROSS. This is common practice for the Geographic Area in question, but this is not in alignment with national policy and practice for ordering national resources. Further, aviation assets are ordered and managed differently than other ground-based assets, so these analytical caveats are not the same across all resource types. Extensive knowledge of resource and regionally specific dispatch practices is required to avoid potential mischaracterization of historical ROSS data.

Another key limitation of ROSS data relates to human behaviors that may affect ROSS ordering practices. In ROSS, some managers may not ask for all the resources they need, particularly if it is unlikely those requests would get filled. For example, in Figure 8 we can observe that, on average,
there are very similar numbers of requests returned UTF for airtankers on days when the nation is at PL 4 and at PL 5; we would expect to see higher numbers of UTFs on days with PL 5, such as we observe for T1 crews. Other managers may request resources anyway, then continue to request substitutions until they feel their needs are met. There is no clear analytical path to accurately capture this potential unlogged or over-represented demand in ROSS.

Further analytical challenges affect the utility of ROSS requests. In ROSS, we have no way to determine consistently from archived data whether limitations on related resources may be the actual cause of a primary UTF; for LATs, a key example would be an inability to simultaneously fill a leadplane order (some LATs may not be assigned without a coincident leadplane assigned). Once an order is returned UTF, we cannot determine whether ensuing resource orders were potential substitutions for unfilled primary orders, and ultimately the effect that these UTFs may have had on a manager’s ability to meet suppression objectives. In addition, ROSS data only go back to 2007, with the current archival process only dating back to 2012. Thus, our ability to compare current fire years with previous fire years and to examine long term trends is limited.

While our analyses focused on ROSS requests and PL data, there are multiple other data sources with information on resources that we ruled out for national scale assessment of resource demand and use, including local Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) programs, agency-specific fire reports (e.g., FIRESTAT for the USFS; [39]), resource geospatial tracking systems, such as Automated Flight Following (AFF; [40]), and other financial record systems. These data systems were discarded for potential national-scale characterization of suppression resource demand because they tend to be agency-specific, and many have data that are difficult to access or synthesize at broad scales. We spent considerable time investigating the potential utility of the ICS-209 critical needs fields [41] as a novel source of resource demand data. We parsed the open text fields to obtain counts of large fires listing specific resources as critical needs for near-term management periods. Unfortunately, we found little value in the dataset for assessment of resource demand due to non-standardization of the data and redundancy of some information with ROSS UTF data.

Implications for decisions affecting resource availability are potentially significant, given related values at risk for some wildfires. Theoretically, each UTF request may force the requesting fire manager to shift strategies or tactics to work within the capabilities of the available resources. Resource unavailability can lead to missed opportunities for initial attack containment or effective large fire management during key weather windows. Still, unlimited resources do not guarantee successful management, and further, a system with an overabundance of resources can encourage overuse. It is well documented that fire managers have incentives to order resources beyond the level of marginal economic value in the current system [42–44]. Given these incentives, a system with a so-called overabundance of resources could lead managers to redefine their expectations of resource availability, adjusting those demands upwards. The system would end up using more resources and still having unmet “need”. Given the highly variable nature of fire seasons, a fire response system with no scarcity would be very expensive and likely quite inefficient.

4.2. Future Metrics: Improved Performance Measurement

Our work revealing the deficiencies with the current resource scarcity metrics raises two key questions: What does a functional resource scarcity performance indicator look like? What data do we need to calculate such a metric? We believe this metric is attainable through existing systems, with the prerequisite that first establishes consistent national policy and mandates compliance regarding the ordering of national resources through a single national system; specifically, policy requiring managers to order what they think they need through the national ordering channels. It should be clearly communicated to the broader fire community that ROSS request data (or data from a future national system) will be the foundation for assessment of national resource demand—both filled and unfilled—thereby encouraging managers and dispatchers to log requests, even if the chances of receiving resources are low.
To prevent potential inflation of demand to attempt to shape future resource availability and to better track what the resources are needed for, we propose two new data fields to be collected with request data. First, we propose a new categorical field that distills order urgency and risk information. We propose a numerical scale from 1 to 4, where 1 is immediate need to protect lives, 2 is urgent need for initial attack to prevent escape, 3 is urgent need for extended attack to protect high value assets, and 4 is time-sensitive need to improve operational effectiveness of other actions. None of the definitions for these numerical categories assign judgement about the importance of the requests, but instead assign an urgency value with an underlying categorical reason for the request. The intent of this information is essentially to hold requestors accountable to the need for the resources in a non-judgmental, standardized way. In other words, the intent is to not question the requestor’s expertise or judgement, but to obtain more information to better inform resource use decisions. This categorical field could distill some valuable information that is already collected but may be missed in archived data because it is instead captured on paper forms or non-standardized electronic logs at dispatch centers or airtanker bases. Additionally, this categorical field is different than existing ROSS fields that specify a date and time the resource is needed by; these existing fields are not readily analyzed and do not indicate what the resource is needed for. Finally, the values we suggest would greatly benefit from input from an interagency body of operations professionals prior to adoption of any formalized data requirement. A broader or more clearly defined range of choices may be required in order to capture all potential scenarios. Nevertheless, the objective of this proposed field is to obtain key information not currently captured on urgency and risk that is key to real-time prioritization decisions and longer term analytical assessment of resource needs.

Second, we propose a new data field to track the task for which the resource is needed. This could help address existing issues around resource substitution and prioritization because we could analyze the data to determine the implications of resource scarcity for management actions. This field would need to be specific to each resource category, and should be formatted with pre-populated values, versus as an open text field, to facilitate effective analyses. Many current fire data collection tools are limited in analytical value by the use of open text fields (e.g., the ICS-209 critical needs fields [41] previously described). The pre-populated values we suggest must be thoughtfully generated with input from operations experts, but should remain highly general to limit impacts on operational efficiency from a dispatch perspective. These data, if collected as proposed for nationally available resources, could demonstrate unmet objectives stemming from resource scarcity. This, in turn, could help analytically determine whether adjustments in national resource numbers are warranted.

While the reality of this proposed metric is technically manageable since it builds off of an existing system, we recognize significant hurdles that must be cleared to make adjustments to existing interagency systems. While the USFS plays a key role in shaping the interagency dispatching environment, decisions about ROSS are ultimately governed by an interagency Change Control Board [45]. The USFS has limited ability to direct ROSS changes, and further, the ROSS system is on the verge of retirement, with a modernized dispatch program called Interagency Resource Ordering Capability (IROC; [46]) planned for roll-out in the spring of 2020 [47]. This new system may facilitate implementation of the metric as proposed or highlight unforeseen issues, given the untested functionality of IROC. Nevertheless, our intent in this manuscript was to delve into the details of existing resource demand and use metrics to explain the limitations and justify the need for improved data collection. We propose a future performance indicator for resource use in an abstract concept; whether this exists in ROSS, IROC, or a yet to be determined data collection mechanism, we recognize that resource request data are important for resource acquisition decisions, and that they are much more complex than simple summaries of UTF requests.

5. Conclusions

Through this work, we focused on ROSS request data to assess the utility of the dataset to describe resource scarcity. We generally focused at the national and annual scales through the lens of
resource acquisition decision-making. Resource scarcity metrics are fundamental to an efficient wildfire suppression response, and these data are needed to facilitate improved, transparent, and analytical decision-making, positioning the USFS to more efficiently respond to challenges from a changing fire environment and associated budgetary pressures. Our analysis demonstrates that annual ROSS request summaries mischaracterize demand because they may not represent the population of use and scarcity, they do not necessarily gauge resource scarcity for core assets due to an increasing reliance upon surge capacity resources for some resource types, and they are not the most fitting summary of demand for resources with multi-day assignments (Figure 4). ROSS request data (in its current form) provide limited utility for guiding resource acquisition decisions, provided those decisions are based upon the historical ability to meet specific levels of demand.

Fire managers can generally address resource scarcity by choosing from three actions: (1) add more resources to the system, (2) improve efficiency of existing resource use in the system, and (3) restrict use of existing resources under conditions where they will not likely be effective. Each of these choices essentially increases the number of resources available to meet other demand; however, each comes with challenges. First, simply adding more resources requires an initial investment that may not pay out, depending on the severity of the fire year. As previously described, an overabundance of resources does not predicate improved fire response, and it may further incentivize managers to over order resources [42–44]. Second, in order to improve efficiency of resource use, we must first be able to describe our response. Yet our currently limited understanding of both resource use and suppression effectiveness [48,49] challenges the utility of this management action. Further, resource movement and prepositioning is an important consideration for efficiency questions. A growing body of research has helped build a foundation of knowledge in this area (e.g., [17,18,50–52]); however, there is still much to be learned for the wide variety of resource types and agencies at play in the national response arena. Finally, imposing restrictions on resource use in an interagency realm is fraught with challenges, particularly given different agency priorities with respect to fire management policy, values at risk, and relative appetite for beneficial fire opportunities. Regional or national control of limited or high-value assets should be informed by an analytical basis of suppression effectiveness; yet, this information is not well established. Ultimately, the path toward improved system performance (i.e., improved fire response) may include a combination of all three actions, but fundamentally, each decision requires a more thorough characterization of historical demand, related resource use, and management implications of unmet demand. This progress first requires an improved performance indicator for fire suppression resource scarcity to form the analytical foundation for future work.
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Appendix A

In this appendix we provide a table of acronyms for the readers’ convenience.

Table A1. A list of acronyms used in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Aviation Business Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATU</td>
<td>Additional Telemetry Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWN</td>
<td>Call When Needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOI</td>
<td>Department of the Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXU</td>
<td>Exclusive Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Initial Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHC</td>
<td>Interagency Hotshot Crew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IROC</td>
<td>Interagency Resource Ordering Capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>Large Airtanker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Large Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICC</td>
<td>National Interagency Coordination Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Preparedness Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSS</td>
<td>Resource Ordering and Status System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Type One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USFS</td>
<td>United States Forest Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTF</td>
<td>Unable to Fill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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